Outstanding Achievers 2021

The College of Sciences and Engineering is committed to excellence in teaching and research providing a quality learning environment for students and offers a wide range of nationally and internationally recognised courses.

The Interim Executive Dean Terry Bailey congratulates the following students who achieved exemplary results in their degree.

Executive Dean’s Honour Roll

**Bachelor of Agriculture with Honours**
- LAMONT Grace
- WOODIWISS Olivia
- WOODS Jack

**Bachelor of Applied Science (Professional Honours in Environmental Management)**
- LEONARD Jennifer
- McAULEY Samuel
- SPRICKERHOF Jakob

**Bachelor of Architecture and Built Environments**
- SAUL Hamish

**Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)**
- CHELKOWSKI Hahnee
- HENNICEK Manuel

**Bachelor of Engineering Technology (Professional Honours in Infrastructure Asset Management)**
- GOODSELL Brodie

**Bachelor of Environmental Science with Honours**
- MAI Yonglin

**Bachelor of Information and Communication Technology**
- GREWAL Jagmeet
- HUANG Xianxiang
- LIANG Yu-cheng
- NEWLAND Riley
- NIMMETT Brandon
- VINCE Matthew

**Bachelor of Information Systems**
- CUI Yuqing
- DING Xinyi
- JIANG Yuhui
- LIANG Xin
- LIU Peihan
- LIU Yuchen
- WANG Zidan
- XIE Yuanyuan
- XU Yannei
- YI Siyuan
- YUAN Jiayun
- ZHAI Xingchen
- ZHANG Ruixin
- ZHENG Xinyan
- ZHOU Qi
- ZHU Yanjin

**Bachelor of Marine and Antarctic Science**
- BENNETT Eloise
- BIRBECK Sarah
- CHAN Chelsie Hsuen
- EDWARDS Grace
- JONES Elliot
- JOYCE Daniel
- KITCHENER Lauryn
- NILSSEN Laura
- PETROFF Kristy
- REILLY John
- UY Theodore Mikael
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The Interim Executive Dean Terry Bailey congratulates the following students who achieved exemplary results in their degree.

**Executive Dean’s Honour Roll**

**Bachelor of Marine and Antarctic Science with Honours**
- BASTIAANSEN Ashlee
- BORUP Melanie Dana
- BROUWER Jill
- BROWN Kristy
- GREEN Ellie
- HIND Margot
- REUTER Emilija
- ROSE Matthew
- TITTERTON Hayden

**Bachelor of Marine and Antarctic Science with Honours (Specialisation)**
- LIN Mozhu
- LYU Yuxuan
- PANG Chengyuan
- WANG Yu
- XIE Yinghuan
- YANG Xiang
- ZHANG Bowen
- ZHONG Guanhua
- ZHOU Jiarun

**Bachelor of Natural Environment and Wilderness Studies**
- RUSHTON Gemma

**Bachelor of Philosophy**
- AMEEN Saleem
- ASKEY-DORAN Niam
- BIGHIN Mika
- BRIGHTMAN Sasha
- DONEHUE Kaye
- DRINNAN Evangeline
- FISH Mandy
- OAKLEY Alexander
- PATEL Sophiya
- RITCHIE James
- STINSON Sharna

**Bachelor of Science**
- AMIN Rahil
- BROWNE Elizabeth
- DEAN Abbey
- FABRESCHI Erik
- FISHER Eliza
- HUMPHREY Morgan
- JENKINS Kate
- KITTIPALAWATTANAPOL Kawinwit
- KRASNICKI Sebastian
- LANE Blake
- SWINBOURNE Cassady
- YANG Liuyue
- ZHOU Chenyue

**Bachelor of Science with Honours**
- ALLNUTT Jaslyn
- FACCHIN Gemma
- RYNNE Nina
- VERNE Samuel
- WEST Lachlan
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Diploma in Horticultural Business
DICKENSON Kirsty
EWINGS Daniel
GILLANDERS Sandra
GRIMA Kevin
HOWE James
KEMP Herman
KNIGHT Ashleigh
LEHMANN La Vergne
MALONEY Cathryn

Diploma of Philosophy
CAMPBELL Matthew
JERRIM Larissa

Diploma of Sustainable Living
AGOSTINO Sally
ALBERTHSEN Corinne
ARCHBOLD Ailish
AYYA ESika
BABINGTON Alexandra
BAKER Bruce
BENNETT Holly
BENNETT Jacqueline
BRUNSKILL Theresa
CALLAGHAN Naomi
CHUI Sussan
CLARKE Christopher
CLEMENTS Ellen
COATS Paul
COLEMAN Jane
COLEMAN Melissa
CONOLAN Sarah

COSTELLO Kerry
COTTLE Brooke
CURTIS Sheree
DALLASTON Gayle
DANCE Michelle
DAVIDSON Clay
de SCHONE Esther
DENGATE Catherine
DOBBER Simone
DONALD Rebecca
DONKER Julie
DONNELLY Joanne
DOWLING Claire
DOWNES Madeleine
DUNKLEY Tenielle
EISNER Sara
ELLIOt Zoe
EWART Katelyn
FLETCHER Amy
FRASER Ryan
GOOK Liam
GOSS Elisha
GRAHAM Tamara
GRANGER Michelle
GWILLIAMS Gemma
HAMILTON Ann
HARRUP Rachel
HENDERSON Alexander
HILL Katrina
HUANG Pu
IRVINE Phillip
JESSOP Elissa
KEANE Stephen
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KEMPER Christine
KING Roberta
KING Serena
LEBLAIS Alexis
LEBLAIS Bethany
LEE Christopher
LEE Emma
LEUNG Ming Tak
MACCARINELLI Erika
MACKAY Jacinta
MALIK Johari
MARKHAM Alison
McMEEKIN Samuel
MEANEY Rhiana
MELLONIE Susan
MILNE Hannah
MULLER Tegan
NITSCHKE Charlotte
NITSCHKE Laura
O’CALLAGHAN Jared
PARKINSON Jessica
PERRY Erin
POPE Isabelle
POPE Jemma
POUND James
QUACH Leanne
RANCOURT Stephanie
RAO Monong
REECE Michael
RICHARDS Hannah
RIPPON Carol
ROBINSON Amelia
ROOSJE-DOL Yannick

SHALE Lynda
SHEARER Catherine
SIMPSON-SMITH John
SMITH Brooke
STOCKWELL Claire
TAN Agnes
THERON Jessie
VANDERKruk Kellie
VENHOEK Jeanette
WATT Jedidiah
WESTELL Amanda
WILLEMSE Jessica
WILSHIRE Anna
WIMBORNE Alexandra
WU Tiansen
WYATT Christopher
ZULKARNAIN Noor Azwa